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Bearing the loss
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASLEY
Junior forward Derek Damon is visibly upset following UMaine's 0-1 loss to the
Denver Pioneers in Saturday's NCAA Frozen Four Championship game in Boston.
For additional coverage from the FleetCenter, see pages 3 and 20.
Room sign-ups available online
By Pattie Barry
Staff Writer
Some students might remember
walking up to Hilltop to sign up for
a room on campus for the next
year. But no longer: Housing
Services is changing the room
sign-up process. Due to conven-
ience as well as safety concerns,
the process can now be completed
entirely online.
The online application was first
developed last year for first-year
students and now will be used for
returning students as well, said
Andy Matthews, director of
Housing Services. If students can
apply to the university online, then
they should be able to apply for
housing online as well, he said.
While the schedule for the
process remains largely the same, a
few changes have been made this
year. Sign-up for single and dou-
ble-single rooms will occur before
sign-up for doubles now because
of the technology, Matthews said.
The application process for resi-
dence in Honors housing or in
Doris Twitchell Allen Village has
already begun, while the regular
housing application process began
on Wednesday, he said.
"We felt over the years that the
room sign-up process was very
cumbersome," Matthews said.
See ROOMS on page 5
"Gays in this c ry need to
spend less time pra about
in artsy theaters and mo !me
splitting logs with hand
Pa
It
Defeat leaves
campus quiet
Heavy police presence felt in
aftermath; no student arrests
By Jackie Farwell
News Editor
While Denver fans at the
FleetCenter in Boston hooted and
hollered for their winning hockey
team following a 1-0 victory over
the University of Maine Saturday,
Black Bear fans on the Orono cam-
pus remained much quieter,
according to police.
With stepped-up security on
campus, a precaution by UMaine
Public Safety that resulted from a
night of rioting and vandalism in
1999 following the Black Bears'
national championship win, stu-
dents managed to behave them-
selves, according to Chip McInnis,
communications supervisor for
Public Safety.
"It was very quiet," he said.
"We weren't expecting any major
problems."
All of Public Safety's 25 offi-
cers, along with nearly 20 state
troopers and Penobscot County
Sheriff's deputies, patrolled cam-
pus Saturday night during and after
the game, McInnis said. The only
arrest, which was not related to the
hockey game, resulted from a
noise complaint early Sunday
morning and involved an intoxicat-
ed non-student, he , said. After
receiving a disorderly conduct
warning, the man refused to leave
campus and was arrested at
approximately 2:30 a.m., McInnis .
said. : ri,r0IPMPPIR,41 .40M0 MORN: 
No acts of criminal mischief
were reported and the officers on
foot, bike and car patrol throughout
campus and at the bonfire enjoyed
See CAMPUS on page 5
Battle of the Bands
outcome questioned
Portland-based Loki nabs Bumstock
bid originally promised to local band
By Kyle Webster to misunderstanding.
Style Editor "We feel this is a minor issue,"
Gaudette said.
Judging discrepancies and lack Initially, Smith claimed little to
4ief communication have been no affiliation with the Battle of the
blamed for some of the issues sur- Bands outside of the fact that a
rounding this year's Battle of the Bumstock slot was guaranteed for
Bands, which was won by Loki, a the winner.
hard-rock band out of Portland. The "This was not a Student
annual contest — organized and Entertainment event," Smith said.
presented by the Sophomore Owls "This was run solely by the
— traditionally provides the win- Sophomore Owls."
ning band a spot on the Bumstock When first questioned about the
setlist. But controversy has erupted involvement of Student
over a promise made by Erin Smith, Entertainment and the Bumstock
Bumstock director, that the spot Executive Committee with the corn-
would be held for a campus band. petition, Gaudette stated that Smith
"There was a slight miscommu- was involved.
nication between the Bumstock "She helped out quite a bit,"
Committee and the Sophomore Gaudette said this month. "She cre-
Owls," Smith said. ated flyers for us, gave us some
Devon Gaudette, the Sophomore funding and helped us get funding
Owl in charge of the event, agreed
with Smith that it was due primarily See BATTLE on pap 5
www.mainecampus.com
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Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community
Calendar are free, and can
be sent on FirstClass to
Rick Redmond, or dropped
off in The Maine Campus
office located in the base-
ment of Memorial Union.
Please include all the
important information
about your event.
Deadlines for submissions
are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9
a.m. Wednesday for
Thursday publication.
Monday, April 12
• The Bookstore will host a
preschool story hour with
readings by Jane Wellman-
Little and education stu-
dents from 1 - 1:30 p.m. Call
Holly Williams at 581-1700
for information.
• Charles Stanhope, director
of development at the
Library of Congress, will
present "Making Sense of
the Information Explosion:
A View from the World's
Largest Library at 3:30 p.m.
in Minsky Recital Hall in
Class of 1944 Hall. This
event is free for students
and is sponsored by the
Honors College. Call
Barbara Oullette at 581-
3264 for information.
• Maine Bound will sponsor
a free belay seminar from 6
- 8 p.m. at the Maine Bound
- UM Outdoor Education
Center. Call Paul Stern at
581-1794 for information.
• Games Night will feature a
Brain Strain Game Show
where contestants will corn-
pete in Wheel of Fortune,
Jeopardy and Family Feud:
with the winners competin4
in Millionaire. This event is
free for students and will be
held from 7 - ro p.m. in the
Marketplace of Memorial
Union. Call Carole LeClair
at 581-1793 for information.
• Maine Bound will sponsor
a free lead climbing seminar
from 8 - 10 p.m. at the
Maine Bound - UM Outdoor
Education Center. Call Paul
Stern at 581-1794 for infor-
mation.
Tuesday, April 13
• There will be an open
meeting with faculty mem-
bers regarding the
University of Maine System
Strategic Plan at 9:15 a.m.
and 2:45 p.m. in Hauck
Auditorium. Call Heidi
Carlow at 581-1512 for
information.
• There will be an open
meeting with classified staff
members regarding the
University of Maine System
Strategic Plan at 11 a.m. in
Hauck Auditorium. Call
Heidi Carlow at 581-1512 •
for information.
• Vivianne Homes will pres-
ent "WagN: Women's
Agricultural Network of
Maine" at noon as part of
the Page Farm and Home
Museum Brown Bag Lunch
Series. Call Patricia Henner
at 581-4100 for informa-
tion.
• There will be an open
meeting with professional
staff members regarding
the University of Maine
System Strategic Plan at
1:30 p.m. in Hauck
Auditorium. Call Heidi
Carlow at 581-1512 for
information.
• "Cuba: Myths and
Realities," will be presented
as a teach-in by the Peace
Studies Program. This
event will feature firsthand
accounts from a panel of
students and professors
who recently traveled to
Cuba. This event will begin
at 7 p.m. in 101 Neville
Hall. Call Barbara Blazej at
581-2609 for information.
• The "Mr. Fraternity
Contest" will be held from 8
- 11 p.m. in the Marketplace
of Memorial Union.
Categories include inter-
view, evening wear, talent
and swimsuit. This event is
sponsored by Alpha
Omicron Pi and Campus
Activities and Events. Call
Carole LeClair at 581-1793
for information.
• Families and Children
Together will be holding a
raffle in the basement of
Memorial Union from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. to benefit
Camp to Belong. First prize
in the raffle is a Kayak from
Old Town Canoe. E-mail
Sergio Oppenheimer on
FirstClass for information.
Wednesday, April 14
• Kay Retzlaff and Bich Nga
Burrill will present
"Reflections on the
Writings of Saigon
Memories: A Cookbook"
from 12:15 - 1:30 p.m. in
the Bangor Lounge of
Memorial Union as part of
the Women in the
Curriculum and Women's
Studies Lunch Series. Call
Angela Olson at 581-1228
for information.
• "Scanning and Digitizing
Maps," a Fogler Library
computer mapping work-
shop will be held from 4:30
- 7:30 p.m. in the computer
classroom of Fogler. There
is a cost for this event. For
information or to register
call Gretchen Gfeller at
581-1696.
• Kickin' Flicks will show
"Mona Lisa Smile" on a big
screen at 7:30 in DPC 100.
This event is free for stu-
dents and is sponsored by
Campus Activities and
Events. Call Carole LeClair
at 581-1793 for informa-
tion.
• Jim Harney will present
"Argentina and the FTAA"
at 7:30 p.m. in no Little
Hall. This event will feature
photos, stories and discus-
sion with Barney, a photo-
journalist who recently
returned from Argentina.
E-mail Dallas Anderson on
FirstClass for information.
Thursday, April 15
• "Cascading Style Sheets,"
a Fogler Library code/style
sheets workshop, will be
held from 9:30 a.m. - 12:30
p.m. in the computer class-
room of Fogler. There is a
cost for this event. For
information or to register
call Gretchen Gfeller at
581-1696.
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Hundreds of Maine fans rally in Boston
Few Denver
supporters
attend pre-
game march
By Kristin Saunders
Sports Editor
BOSTON — University of
Maine hockey fans could be count-
ed by the hundreds Saturday after-
noon at the pre-national champi-
onship rally at Boston's City Hall
Plaza.
The rally was held at the NCAA
Beyond the Game event. The rally
was supposed to be for both
Denver and UMaine fans, but
Denver fans were nowhere to be
found. The event featured the
UMaine pep band, the Naked Five
and a contest between both
schools' mascots.
With sounds of the Maine Stein
Song in the air, fans prepared for
the journey to the FleetCenter.
A Zamboni procession marched
fans through the streets of Boston.
A couple thousand UMaine fans
followed police escorts as they shut
down the streets of Boston en route
to the national championship
game. The thousands of fans yelled
chants, cheered and waved banners
along the 15-minute march. One
young fan continued to chant "pack
your wagon."
A driver in an oncoming car
yelled from his window, "Go
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASLEY
ON THE ROAD — UMaine hockey fans dominate a pre-game march to the FleetCenter leading up to Saturday's nation-
al championship game. A Zamboni and the Naked Five led the procession that began at City Hall Plaza and was
escorted by Boston police.
UMaine." The marchers answered
with more cheers.
Students made the trip through
the streets of Boston to cheer on
their favorite hockey team.
"I'm just here to support Maine
hockey. You have to do what you
can," said Bill Smith, a second-year
biology major.
Smith and his group of friends
traveled from the UMaine campus
at 6 a.m. on Saturday to make it in
time for the rally and national
championship game. His group had
attended Thursday's semifinal
game against Boston College.
Smith said they came to the rally to
visit with the other fans and to get
everyone pumped up for the big
game.
Smith said that other students
were able to travel down for the
national championship game
because they had made a deal with
some fans from BC. The deal was
whichever team lost would forfeit
their tickets for the national cham-
pionship. Smith said they bought
additional tickets following the
game so some other students could
come down to Boston and cheer on
UMaine.
Greg Schaub, a junior construc-
tion management major, made the
trip down with Smith. Schaub said
he has not missed a home game at
the Alfond Arena all year.
"I've been a fan since I was a hi-
de kid," Schaub said.
Naked 5 gets dressed
By Kristin Saunders
Sports Editor
BOSTON — Viewers of this week-
end's Frozen Four tournament were prob-
ably asking, "Hey, where's the Naked
Five?" What fans might not have realized
— the Naked Five got dressed Thursday
night. '
Because of a FleetCenter policy, the
Naked Five were not allowed to cheer on
the University of Maine hockey team
with the usual M-A-I-N-E painted on
their bare chests.
The Naked Five were provided the
tickets through the NCAA as though they
were the UMaine hockey cheerleaders,
the Naked Five said. The five men
learned that they would be making the
trip to the Frozen Four on April 2.
The Naked Five instead wore T-shirts
that displayed their usual letters for
Thursday's game. The Naked Five said
they got flags with their letters to wave to
help make up for their covered chests.
The Naked Five said during Thursday's
game that they alerted the usher, that
when UMaine scored they planned to lift
or take off their shirts during Thursday's
game.
The FleetCenter's design was not con-
ducive to the Naked Five's traditional run
around the Alfond Arena following an
UMaine goal, but it might have been an
option if Maine's team had won a nation-
al championship, the men said.
"Our name is the Naked Five. [The T-
shirt rule] takes away from the tradition,"
said Mike, "the M," Benson.
"We are the fully-clothed five," said
Alex,"the A," Arroyo.
During Saturday's national champi-
onship game, the Naked Five returned to
shirtless action. The Naked Five ditched
their shirts and showed off their painted
chests.
Benson said Shaun Russell, UMaine's
director of athletic marketing, worked out
an agreement with the FleetCenter so the
Naked Five could return to their painted
routine. Benson said that at one point
they were told to put their shirts back on,
but they had Russell's cell phone number
to troubleshoot the situation.
The core group of this season's Naked
Five made the trip to Boston. They said
they had a group of "JV subs" that would
substitute for them throughout the sea-
son.
The Naked Five included M: Benson,
a senior business administration major;
A: Arroyo, a graduate student in business
administration; I: Rustin Lovelle, a sen-
ior microbiology major; N: Adam
Greenlaw, a senior civil engineering
major; and E: Nick Pare, a third-year
mechanical engineering technology
major. Traveling with the Naked Five as
their assistant and mascot was Kyle
Mitchell, a senior new media major.
The Naked Five is composed of mem-
bers of Sigma Epsilon Phi fraternity. The
only member that is not a Sig Ep is the N,
Greenlaw.
UMaine hockey season-ticket
holders Susan and Paul Russell
traveled to the weekend series from
Old Town. Susan, a UMaine gradu-
ate, said she enjoys cheering for her
alma mater. She noted that both of
her children attended UMaine. Paul
has been a season-ticket holder
since 1979.
"What a blast this is," Susan
said. "I think Maine has shown a
real pmsence down here (with the
ntarchj."
CAMPUS PHOTOS •
ANNA-MARIA EASLEY
Above: The Naked
Five were not allowed
to remove their shirts
at Thursday's Frozen
Four semifinal game.
Left: Alex Arroyo, the
Naked Five's "A" and
Austin LoveIle, the "I,"
cheer in their group's
traditional naked style
at Saturday's champi-
onship game.
UMaine's director of
athletic marketing
arranged a deal with
the FleetCenter to
allow the five men to
remove their shirts.
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Teach-in to highlight
untold story of Cuba
Students witness effects of U.S.
embargo during Spring Break
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Writer
For most Americans, Cuba is
a country both of mystery and
shadow — a country that many
in the U.S. admit to knowing lit-
tle to nothing about. Tonight at
7 p.m. in 101 Neville Hall, a
group of students and a profes-
sor who traveled to Cuba this
spring will try to peel back this
veil in a teach-in aimed at edu-
cating the University of Maine
community on the country.
"People in [the United
States] just do not know about
Cuba. It's part ignorance, which
leads to silence," said UMaine
peace studies Professor Barbara
Blazej, who, for the first time
this semester, taught the course
PAX 495, Cuba: Myths and
Realities.
Before traveling to Cuba for
a I3-day Spring Break trip as
part of the coursework for PAX
495, Blazej told her 12 students
to list images that came to mind
when they thought about Cuba.
The class came up with such
things as: Cubans are afraid, sad
and can't wait to leave their
country; poverty is widespread
in Cuba; and guns are every-
where in the streets.
Blazej said she was not sur-
prised at the images students
suggested because she, too,
would have offered the same
descriptions years before she
traveled to Cuba herself. It is
typical of Americans to fear,
dislike or know little about
Cuba based on U.S. actions
toward the country, according to
Blazej.
The most important part of
the course and the trip was for
her students to learn about a
country they had little under-
standing of. Beyond that, a sig-
nificant question loomed in the
minds of her students: How do
U.S. foreign policies with Cuba
affect the Cuban people, as well
as Americans?
The PAX 495 students will
share their answers to that ques-
tion tonight in a teach-in that
bears the title of the course,
"Cuba: Myths and Realities."
After the trip, the question of
what to do with that new-found
knowledge has been of utmost
importance to Blazej, she said.
"I want people to know that
[the U.S. embargo on Cuba] is
an unfair and unjust and very
harmful policy that for 40 years
has not ended what it was sup-
posed to," Blazej said.
Each day in Cuba was spent
asking the same question to
strangers on the street, children
playing outside, doctors, teach-
ers and others: How has the
embargo affected your life?
Everyone seemed to have an
answer, according to Britta
Livonius, a peace studies stu-
dent administrative aide and
third-year psychology student.
One experience in Cuba
planted a seed inside Livonius'
head to make sure Cuba's true
story was told back in America.
Livonius said she and the others
on the trip were outside a bar op
a Tuesday night and talked with
two I2-year-old boys. The boys
were knowledgeable; they
See CUBA on page 6
What's better than getting a FREE poster?
Getting a FREE AUTOGRAPHED poster!
JOIN us at the University Bookstore on
Thursday, April 15th at 3pm
for refreshments and a poster signing with Valerie
Williams, creator of the new Maine Summer poster!!
Helping hands
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANDREW DAVIS
Claude Junkins, left, and Dale Mayhew unload a door donated by Junkins and his
wife, Kimberly. The Junkinses donated a sink, toilet and other items to Pat Garnett
and her husband, Bruce, to help rebuild their home.
Theory of Evolution challenged at
'Intelligent Design' presentation
By Pattie Barry
Staff Writer
Charles Darwin got it wrong.
The Theory of Evolution cannot
possibly account for the complexity
and array of species that inhabit the
planet Earth — but another theory
can, according to a speaker who vis-
ited the University of Maine
Wednesday.
Dr. Paul A. Nelson, in his lecture
about the theory of "Intelligent
Design," told a crowd in 101
Neville Hall that the Darwinian
Theory of Evolution fails to recog-
nize the possibility of a cosmic
designer, or architect, in the devel-
opment of the natural world.
Nelson, who received his Ph.D.
in philosophy, publishes articles on
the subject of Intelligent Design and
is a member of Society for
Developmental Biology and the
International Society for the
History, Philosophy and Social
Studies of Biology.
Nelson opened the lecture, spon-
sored by the Campus Crusade for
Christ, stating that Intelligent
Design is not a scary idea in the way
that Osama bin Laden's possession
of nuclear weapons is a scary idea,
but scary because it challenges the
popular perceptions of the develop-
ment of life.
"Mainstream science right now
does not like the idea of Intelligent
Design," he said.
According to www.intelligent-
designnetwork.org, the theory "is a
scientific disagreement with the
claim of evolutionary theory that
natural phenomena are not
designed. [Intelligent Design]
claims that natural laws and chance
alone are not adequate to explain all
natural phenomena. Evidence that is
empirically detectable in nature
suggests that design is the best cur-
rent explanation for a variety of nat-
ural systems, particularly irre-
See DESIGN on page 6
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'Miscommunication"
leads to band mix-up
From BATTLE on page 1
from the appropriate places."
He went on to explain that
although she helped out in this way,
she was not involved in the selection
of judges or bands.
"She left it up to us to decide what
bands should play:' Gaudette said.
As to whether or not the directors
of the competition were. asked to
include only campus bands, Sean
Walsh, a member of the Sophomore
Owls and one of the coordinators for
the event, stated that they were never
asked to only include campus bands.
Initially, Gaudette agreed.
Following an interview with
Smith for this paper, however, he
said that a meeting had been held at
a later point but that it was too late to
do anything about it since bands
were already being selected.
' "It was requested that they only
include campus bands," Smith said.
"But at that point it was too late."
E-mails were sent out by Smith
as early as November and as recent-
ly as Feb. 17 stating that the winner
of the competition was to be a
"local" or "campus" band.
Complaints have also been
lodged by bands and those in the
audience about issues beyond the
locality of the participating bands.
Judges changed the scoring range
mid-competition, thus resulting in
two bands scoring 43 points each
and one band scoring a 40, all of a
possible 40. This change of scale
mid-way through the competition
caused some to question its fairness.
Walsh attributes this change of scor-
ing to the judges' opinions on the
bands.
"It was predetermined that if
there was a tie, judges would have
five minutes to discuss among
themselves who they felt the better
band," Walsh said. "Some of the
higher scores were given intention-
ally in order to tie Loki with Dature
because, after Loki played, some of
the judges weren't sure which band
they felt should move on."
The judging panel consisted of
four judges from the UMaine com-
munity: Jon Mason, Steve Barter,
Michael Clay and Jessica Paul.
According to Smith and Gaudette,
they were all qualified and each had
musical backgrounds.
None of the judges were avail-
able for comment.
Room sign-up process
updated for 2004-'05
From ROOMS on page 1
"Whatever we did use was very
time-consuming and paper-con-
suming for both the administrators
and the students."
Some changes to housing have
also occurred, including the elimi-
nation of smoking sections and the
expansion of S-cubed housing. The
smoking floors in Penobscot,
Estabrooke, and three smoking
wings in Somerset will be non-
smoking next year, Matthews said.
In Oxford Hall, two more S-cubed
wings have been added, making the
third and fourth floors S-cubed liv-
ing sections. Half of the second
floor in Oxford is reserved for engi-
neering students, and the rest of the
hall is available for any students.
Students who have been dis-
placed by housing changes are the
first group allowed to request rooms
that are not maintained by the
rooms' current residents, Matthews
said. This group does not include
students who are displaced by
Honors housing changes, however.
"if your section is changing, we
want to give you the priority to shop
around," he said.
The changes were presented last
February in a written proposal to
Residents on Campus by Matthews
and Barbara Smith, the director of
Residence Life and Programs. ROC
endorsed the changes after a period
of consideration, Matthews said.
"Whenever we make a proposal
for a lifestyle change, we want to
make sure that we get the support
and input of the governing group.
We want students to feel like they
had an opportunitY to give their
input," Matthews said.
One of the major reasons that
Housing Services changed the sign-
up process is the safety of students,
Matthews said. He described last
year's sign-up as "like a rock con-
cert," and said he even considered
calling Public Safety because of the
rowdiness.
"There were littler people who
were literally coming to me in
tears," he said, describing how
shorter students were overrun by
their larger peers who were trying to
get a room.
Matthews said many students
camped out all night in front of
Hilltop commons in order to obtain
the room they wanted. In the morn-
ing, however, the custodian opened
the other door first and many people
were upset, he said.
"Students have always done the
camping out:' Matthews said.
With the new online process, the
situation can be avoided, he said.
"Our bottom line goal is to make
it so that students did not have to
leave their rooms," he said.
While Matthews does not have
projections for the number of stu-
dents who will be living on-campus
next year, he said he is confident
that any student who applied by the
deadline will be assigned a room.
After the application process
closes, housing will be assigned to
new students. After that application
process is finished, any student may
apply but may not receive a room
right away, Matthews said.
Applications and the timeline can
be found on Housing Service's Web
site, www.umerl.maine.edu/hous-
ing.
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STANDING GUARD — A police officer stands watch at the bonfire Saturday night follow-
ing UMaine's loss to Denver in the Division I NCAA men's hockey championship game.
Post-game activities on
campus remain orderly
From CAMPUS on page 1
a quiet night, McInnis said.
"Visibility is a big thing,"
McInnis said. "Overall, it was very
successful."
Officers from the Orono and
Old Town police departments
reported a typical Saturday night,
with no events out of the ordinary.
Police were also present at the
Maine Marketplace during the
game, where 300 to 500 people
showed up at various points
throughout the night to cheer on
the Black Bears, according to uni-
versity spokesman Joe Carr.
"Those who watched the game
in Maine Marketplace seemed to
Correction
Cyndi Mayhew's name was
misspelled in last Thursday's edi-
tion of The Maine Campus in a
have a great time, channeling their
energy into chants, cheers and
enthusiastic reactions to the events
of the game," Carr said in a press
release Sunday.
Carr noted that fewer people
seemed to be present during and
after the game this year, as com-
pared to two years ago when
UMaine's hockey team made it to
the national championship, and
attributed the smaller numbers to
the Easter holiday and the fact that
the game was close enough that
students could travel to Boston and
watch in person.
The behavior of those who
stayed to watch the game in
Memorial Union or attended the
story about Pat and Bruce
Garnett, a couple employed by
the University of Maine who
recently lost their Alton home to a
fire.
bonfire, located between Lord and
Alumni Halls, honored the "class
and dignity" displayed by the Black
Bear hockey players Saturday
night, Carr said in the statement.
"This is a pattern of behavior
that reflects well on the UMaine
community, especially when
viewed in the context of distur-
bances at other colleges and uni-
versities around the country," Carr
said in the press release.
Over by 11 p.m., the bonfire
attracted a "high percentage" of the
students who watched the game in
the Maine Marketplace, according
to the statement, and offered free
hot dogs and chili, as well as live
music.
The Maine Campus strives to
have an accurate and informative
paper. If you notice that we have
made an error, please contact the
appropriate section editor.
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Darwin's theory contested by Teach-in aims to dispel
'Intelligent Design' proponent myths of Cuban life
From DESIGN on page 4
ducibly complex living systems."
Nelson defined an intelligent
cause as an action that does not have
a natural cause. He used the exam-
ple of a man who slipped and fell on
mint jelly at a restaurant. The man
sued the restaurant because of his
fall. After he slipped on jelly at sev-
eral restaurants and consequently
sued them, insurance companies
were able to detect a pattern and
determined that the man had inten-
tionally slipped in order to receive a
settlement. Nelson stated that while
other disciplines, such as forensic
science, psychology, archaeology
and cryptology use intelligent caus-
es, science does not.
"The agency of intelligent caus-
es may be appropriately invoked in
scientific explanation," Nelson said.
"Design inferences are essential to
many inferences of human inquiry."
Nelson explained that the main
approach to looking at the problem
of the rise of life on Earth is a "bot-
tom-up" approach, where one takes
inanimate objects and looks to see
which ingredients make up the
"recipe of life," such as the story of
Frankenstein. The Intelligent
Design approach is a "top-down"
theory, in which one takes away
everything from a living thing until
it has only the essentials for life.
"If the top-down approach and
the bottom-up approach did not
intersect, we have reason to believe
that life did not have a natural
cause," Nelson said.
Nelson provided the example of
a mycoplasma, a bacterium which
has one of the smallest known
genomes in the world. In mycoplas-
ma's genome, scientists have dis-
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INTRIGUE — Iry Kornfield, left, a UMaine professor of zool-
ogy and an evolutionary biologist, and Michael Kinnison,
professor of biological sciences pressed the Intelligent
Design speaker, Paul Nelson, about evolution.
covered that only about 300 of its
480 protein-coding genes are essen-
tial to its existence. The function of
60 of those genes is unknown.
"There is a tremendous amount
of genetic material that we do not
know the evolution for," Nelson
said.
He described the continuing
existence of protein-coding genes
that are specific to a singular species
or a few related species, which are
essential to the species' existence
but we do not understand their func-
tions. Because the amount of such
information is growing, Nelson
hypothesized that each species
might have a unique origin.
Nelson challenged other scien-
tists to consider including intelligent
causes in their search for the origin
of life.
"The problem is that [the current
toolkit] is an impoverished toolkit,"
he said. "The problem is not evolu-
tionary theory but the rule that you
cannot consider non-natural causes
in science."
Iry Komfield, a professor of
zoology, responded to Nelson dur-
ing the discussion period.
"Simply because [scientists
researching genomes] cannot keep
pace with the number of genomes
being discovered, that does not
mean that it represents a fathomable
gap in our knowledge. In the full-
ness of time, all the genes in organ-
isms will be known:' he said.
When asked by a member of the
audience if his religion influenced
his theory, Nelson replied, "I
believe the evidence stands on its
own."
The Passion of the Cluist
olive seen the movie
HOW come hear the rest of the story!
Free: 10-week course on "What Is Christianity?"
Free: hot supper each week
Free: babv-sitting
Free: materials
Free: to try it the first night and decide if V011
want to come back
Free: to talk about what vou want in the group .
Free: to agree or disagree with what von hear
No pressure. No expectations. No reservations needed.
It all starts at 5:30 this Tuesday, April 13th
with supper in the basement church hall at the hute
church on 86 Middle St. in Old Town. Meeting w ill
be done at 8:110. Honest.
Questions'? (827. 2024 or tibc(winidmaine.cono
From CUBA on page 4
seemed to know the difference
between the American govern-
ment and the American people,
according to Livonius.
The boys had a message for
the American students: "Make
sure you go back and tell your
people our country isn't perfect
but it's working."
That message — along with
many others — is what Livonius
and students in PAX 495 intend
to present to the UMaine com-
munity at tonight's teach-in.
The event is open to all —
including those who think they
know what Cuba is all about,
according to Livonius.
"Anybody who hears the
word 'Cuba' and has pictures in
their mind and questions those
pictures — they should come
and see if those pictures are
right," Livonius said.
To aid in portraying Cuba in
its natural light to clear up any
misconceived pictures people
might have, a fourth-year broad-
cast journalism major who also
traveled to Cuba, Sarah Stewart,
will show scenes from a docu-
mentary she is producing.
"I love film. I feel that I have
a strong connection to it. That's
my best way of communicat-
ing," Stewart said. "To show
'moving memories,' as I call it,
is really powerful."
Stewart's goal in videotaping
three hours of footage in Cuba
was to bring back a puzzle of
information to piece together
for both herself and others to
make sense of an underrepre-
sented country, she said. She,
too, hoped to dispel the myths
surrounding Cuba; Stewart said.
"I had a feeling it was going
to be nothing like I expected,
and it was," Stewart said.
"Every preconceived notion I
had was out the window after
going to Cuba."
Stewart said the images of
Cuba inside her mind were
transformed when she saw the
country for herself.
"Our perception in the U.S.
of Cuba is that they have so
many more problems than they
actually have. Americans totally
underestimate the beauty and
soul of Cuba," Stewart said.
"[With my documentary,] I am
hoping to do it justice, to inform
and give Americans a new per-
spective. I'm going to lay it out
on the table for them."
Stewart said she hopes to
affect people's ways of thinking
on a larger scale, by changing
their preconceived notions
about all countries, not just
Cuba. She also wants
Americans to accept that though
Cuba has its problems, its citi-
zens are happy and making do
with what they are provided by
their government, she said.
"Americans need to realize
that people can be happy even if
they're different," Stewart said.
"That seems like such a simple
concept, but not a lot of people
live by it."
The differences between the
U.S. and Cuba are what
Livonius and Blazej agreed
could make both countries
stronger if embraced.
"Cuba is in some ways a
model of how we could live.
Cuba is not perfect. It's a strug-
gling, developing nation, but
it's surviving," Blazej said.
"[Cuba] represents something
that's very valuable and some-
thing we could learn a lot from."
Americans could be more
open and community
-oriented
like Cubans are, and have gov-
ernment
-provided and free
health care and an educational
system for all citizens, Blazej
said. Cuba, too, could learn from
the U.S., particularly about dem-
ocratic government and incorpo-
rating an independent press.
Ideas of how both countries
could learn from each other are
only a piece of a much larger
puzzle Blazej's students intend
to present at the teach-in. Most
importantly, they said they hope
to instill the idea that U.S. poli-
cies do affect individuals and
groups of people — both locally
and abroad.
"It affects us even though we
don't know it," Livonius said.
"It's important. Policies
made in our name as U.S. citi-
zens affect people around the
world," Blazej said.
Blazej's students anticipate
the images in people's minds of
an oppressed, saddened and
dangerous Cuba will disappear,
and be replaced with a greater
understanding of the truth and
reality of the foreign country.
"That's my wish — that
everyone [who attends this
teach-in] will then have that
desire to go and find out for
themselves," Livonius said.
"That's the most important
thing — to get out there and
make your own opinions on
Cuba."
New Hours: Open Daily
11ams10:30pm..".
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Above: Excited Black
Bear fans(left to right)
Bill Smith, Greg Schaub,
Jen Nadeau and
Danielle McCafferty
show off their team spir-
it on Canal Street in
Boston after Saturday's
rally, before the champi-
onship game.
Left: Maine fans cheer
after the Black Bears
score on Boston
College goalie Matti
Kaltianien, while BC fans
in the background are
less excited.
Right: Fans from
around the region
packed the FleetCenter
to watch the Frozen
Four games last week-
end.
Below: Stephanie
Fletcher paints the face
of fellow Pep Band
member, Drew Gerke.
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Fought the
good fight
Unless you lived under a rock
in South America this past week-
end, you know that the
University of Maine men's hock-
ey team fell to Denver in the
NCAA Championship game, 1-
0. We can all play Monday morn-
ing quarterback, but that won't
change the end result.
The Black Bears really are
better than Denver's Pioneers —
despite what you read on ESPN's
score key at the end of the game.
Coach Tim Whitehead has led
this team through some of the
toughest moments in the UMaine
hockey program's history.
Whether coach or player, student
or faculty member, no one
should be disappointed in some-
thing that few people get the
chance to watch happen on a
national level, year after year. We
applaud the hockey team. Go
Black Bears.
Goodbye,
local roots
Early this year, Bumstock
Director Erin Smith guaranteed, in
a press release, a slot in this year's
Bumstock festival for the campus
band that won the Sophomore
Owls' Battle of the Bands. But on
April 3, when all the votes from
the contest had been tallied, Loki,
a Portland band with no affiliation
with the university, emerged as the
winner. What gives?
Well, it's hard to say. Both
Smith and Devon Gaudette, who
was in charge of the Battle of the
Bands, claim that the error was a
result of "slight miscommunica-
tion." (See Battle of the Bands,
page 1.)
But the facts just don't add up.
In a festival dedicated to local
music, on a year that this UMaine
tradition is supposed to be headed
back to its roots, someone
involved in the band selection
process should have been vigilant
to notice and correct the error.
The Bumstock Committee
should honor its word and add
another campus band to the list, or
risk doing a grave disservice to the
[Maine community.
Conservative ideas
The gay marriage debate from another perspective
A recent poll by the L.A. Times
shows that over half the nation is
still opposed to the legalization of
gay marriage. The same poll
shows that more than half the pop-
ulation is in favor of a constitu-
tional amendment that would spell
out that marriage is between a man
and a woman.
What really bothers me about
this issue is that my party, the
Republican Party, is holding the
smoking gun. Being a conserva-
tive should not be synonymous
with being close-minded. In fact,
there are many reasons why my
fellow conservatives should sup-
port the legitimacy of gay mar-
riages.
The religious debate that the
Bible condemns gays has a fatal
FOR THE MAINE, CAMPUS
flaw. While it's common knowl-
edge that the Bible does make spe-
cific references to the evils of
homosexuality, it puts adultery on
the same tier. It's important to note
that the Bible considers divorcing
and remarrying as adultery. The
church cannot logically hide
behind the Bible on this issue after
tossing it aside on an equal trans-
gression. It's about as logical as
tolerating alcohol while banning
marijuana.
Truth be told, marriage is not a
religious issue. It is a legal respon-
sibility. Even if most churches will
not house gay weddings, most
courthouses can and should do so.
There's no harm in legitimizing
gay marriage. Marriage is impor-
tant when tricky issues like inheri-
tance and living wills come up.
Gay couples have to adopt to
produce children. This is great if
you're aware of the colossal plague
of population growth, the single
greatest threat to every living thing
on the planet. More gays equals
fewer babies, which means more
elbow mom for future generations.
Unfortunately, this elbow room can
still be gobbled up by illegal immi-
grants, but that's another battle.
See MARRIAGE page 9
Letters to the Editor
• Cowing comes up short
I recently read Travis Cowing's
thought-provoking article "Sluts get
pucked." I'm not sure what to say.
My first thought was, haven't I read
this before? Yeah, I had. I wonder if
he has more than one issue to write
about? I know he writes articles like
this to offend and piss people off,
but while I was reading all I could
think about was where this disre-
spect for women comes from.
I wonder what some woman
did to Cowing to make him have
so much disrespect? Or does it
stem from the general idea no
woman will ever talk to, acknowl-
edge or go near him? I can't
answer that; I can only imagine he
will live a long lonely life reread-
ing his articles about puck sluts
and laughing to himself — until
he realizes how pointless it truly
was. Cowing, why don't you use
some sarcasm and that special
voice you have to write about
something important to the cam-
pus, country or world?
Karen Judldns
UMaine student
• April Fool's response
I can't take it anymore. I
can't take the anti-athlete prop-
See LETTERS page 9.
Drinking
problem?
Melochick's
checklist to a
disturbing trend
ANGELA
FIANDACA
STAFF WRITER
Editor's note: This column is
a reaction to Mike Melochick's
"Springtime Boozin': My check-
list for drunken fun at UMaine"
that appeared in the April 8 edi-
tion of The Maine Campus.
The most recent Maine
Campus opinion section was a
learning experience, yet I am left
with several questions about
what "springtime boozin" actu-
ally is.
"Just get hammered," "get
your drink on," "get housed,"
"getting ripped out of your
skull," "drunk enough," "the art
of raging," "get rocked" and
"drunken haze." What the hell
are those things? Whether or not
alcohol is involved, these terms
don't sound like too much fun.
Isn't that the point of your
drunken rage, Mike Melochick
— to have fun and not have to
think about the stress, pressures
or consequences in your life?
There it is, the real reason for
this drunken mess. You and those
on this campus who will follow
your "sure-fire spring drunk fun
checklist" don't want to think
about reality, so you make up this
world where nothing exists but
the "fun stuff' — such as the cul-
mination of four to six long years
of college by drinking like you
did your freshman year, watch-
ing women and men "beat the
piss out of each other" in a "bar-
baric ballet," acting as a "hard-
core booze hound," and ruining
the meaning of Maine Day. That
day is meant to give students
some time off to clean the cam-
pus. Why ruin it for those who do
care about this university by
"tossing your empties on a fresh-
ly cleaned campus?"
It's already apparent you
have no respect for yourself, but
are you that disrespectful of oth-
ers as well? It seems you really
See CHECKLIST page 9
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Marriage
A bigger issue is that unmarried
people shouldn't have kids.
Period. It's probably the most log-
ical issue to consider. Single par-
ents have drastically lower
employment rates. Their kids are
more likely to become criminals,
as well as to have kids out of mar-
riage themselves. I think kids who
grow up with married parents are
healthier, happier and more suc-
cessful in life. Gays are already
raising children; they should have
access to the resources to better
their children's lives.
I wasn't able to find any statis-
tics on the issue of gays and wel-
fare, but I think it makes logical
sense that they would be more
ambitious and not depend on gov-
ernment handouts as much as
other groups do.
For reasons such as fmancial
independence and curbing popula-
tion growth, it's clear what we need
in the country is more gay people.
Gay acceptance is yery high these
days, but it could be better. The
Checklist
could be a "hound" yourself.
There's nothing wrong with
alcohol — in moderation. There's
nothing wrong with parties that
don't lead to drunk driving, STD-
fests or someone getting raped or
dying of alcohol poisoning. Stop
rolling your eyes and sighing.
These things do happen, and yes,
Melochick, they happen here at
this institution for which you
show careless disregard.
Graduation is a great time to
celebrate. This is the end of a long
period of hard work for most peo-
ple. This culmination is something
to be proud of, and if partying is
how some want to say "cheers" to
it all then, have at it. What is the
actual point in everything you list-
ed in this "checklist" on how to
end the year? What is the point of
your statement: "Your real lives
will start soon enough, so get
drunk like you did freshmen year
and reflect back on your four or
more years of a drunken haze?"
What are you going to reflect back
on when you're "cocked out of
your rocker" or "smashed?" No,
from page 8
problem is that gay rights organiza-
tions tend to be liberal. Liberals do
not support the melting pot concept,
but the far wimpier "salad bowl."
The liberal idea of tolerance is blind
acceptance of diverse subcultures.
The far more effective conserva-
tive idea of tolerance calls for mem-
bers of disadvantaged groups to
prove their normality by blending in
with the rest of the population. If
most gays didn't act so drastically
different from straight people, they
would be accepted a lot quicker.
They could still wear rainbow pins
and pink triangle patches to broad-
cast their sexuality but otherwise
unify with the straight population. If
gays want to be accepted, they need
to stop looking and acting like a
separate group. Gays in this country
need 6 spend less time prancing
about in artsy theaters and more
time splitting logs with hand axes.
Michael Hartwell makes his
friends keep their rainbow pins in
the closet, where they belong.
from page 8
you're not the only one•who's got
some terms up his sleeve.
What are you really saying when
you want to get "hammered?"
Rev.-arch has found that those terms
don't mean that you simply want an
alcoholic beverage. They mean: "I
failed a test today and I want to
ignore how shitty that makes me
feel," "My boyfriend/girlfriend
broke up with me today, and I don't
want to cry anymore so let's pretend
it didn't happen," or "I don't want to
deal with my life so let's escape to
the point where I don't remember
my own name."
Whether you believe these to
be true, it's a fact that if you
have been drunk even once in
your life you have at least once
wanted to get to that point of a
"drunken haze" because of other
factors in your life. Those of you
thinking about implementing
Melochick's "checklist," think
about it next time you say one of
the above terms. What language
are you actually speaking?
Angela Fiandaca gets
"smashed" on life.
THE
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Costs you an arm and a leg
Closing the book on rising prices
In an age when information
is thrown at us from every
form of media, it's hard to
believe that something as sim-
ple as a book could cause so
much trouble. I'm not talking
about content here, folks. I'm
talking about prices.
When you walk into bor-
ders, you expect to pay $15,
$20, maybe even $35 for a
book you've really been inter-
ested in reading. So it makes
you wonder, why are the
books we buy semester after
semester so ridiculously over-
priced? I'm no conspiracy the-
orist, but I think it's money.
If you don't think college
textbook prices are of national
importance, tell that to the 15
members of Congress who
decided there should be an
investigation into the pricing
policies of U.S. textbook pub-
lishers. That's all well and
good, but we hear about the
government planning to get
things done all the time. This
system of appeasement, how-
ever, does not work when it
comes to shelling out money
for your books at school.
According to CNN.com, the
Government Accounting
Office has made this investi-
gation "high priority."
A study conducted in
Oregon and California has
shown that students are spend-
ing an average of $900 a year
on college textbooks. It also
stated that publishers keep a
book's edition on the shelf for
less than four years before
publishing a new one. Here's
the kicker: The faculty that
order and teach from these
books said the changes found
in a new edition textbook are
OrIN1ON EDITOR
"rarely" to "never" justified.
Well, I'm glad someone is
thinking of the students.
I think we may be just
telling ourselves that we need
these newer versions. 1 under-
stand that with the explosion
of the information age, things
are being added and amended
to the ways we use science,
math and technology monthly.
I understand that if you're try-
ing to teach people about rap-
idly changing diseases and
new media types, the 2005
edition may seem to be that
much better than the 2004 edi-
tion.
I know that the University
of Maine bookstore strives to
keep the cost of books down.
There has been more than one
or two articles in The Maine
Campus explaining what is
being done to keep things con-
trolled. What I'm worried
about, however, is the larger
social problem.
As an English major, I read
a great deal of books. The
trend appears to be that pub-
lishers include more informa-
tion, tell the students more
about the authors life, give
more footnotes that most stu-
dents are going to skip over
anyway, and have less in-class
discussion because of all these
factors. I think we're getting
too hung up on how things
happen as opposed to doing
something. Allow me to
explain.
Whether you're an English
major, biology major or math
major, you've probably
received one of those books
that has a CD on the inside
cover. This is considered to be
one of the budding trends in
textbooks sales. I think the
only time I ever broke the
plastic seal on one of those
CDs was an accident. I don't
feel deficient in my education
because I didn't pop the text-
book's complimentary CD into
my computer. If anything, I
think we should be presenting
students with more straight-
forward information. Having
fewer bells and whistles will
facilitate a greater process of
learning. Why listen to me
though? I'm just a student
whose using these overpriced
books.
Students are pooling together
to get books more than ever
nowadays. This may be because
they think that more than one
person using the book will give
them a greater chance to create
study groups and talk about the
material. In reality, it's simply
because most of them don't
want to throw down $150 dol-
lars on a book that has a majori-
ty of un-updated information. Is
the last chapter always worth
that extra amount of money? To
teachers it may seem like it and
to some students maybe, too. 1,
for one, don't find the eating
habits and diseases Edgar Allen
Poe had to be all that critical to
my learning in higher education.
Marshall Duty is a senior
English major. He never pays
more than $10 for a book
unless it has pretty pictures,
or unicorns on the cover.
Letters
aganda being spewed out by
people at The Maine Campus.
In the April Fool's edition,
someone bravely hid behind
Patrick Nero's name and once
again criticized athletes here at
the University of Maine.
First of all, if you have
something to say about
Cameron Lyall, be a man, grow
some balls, and talk to him in
person. Do not take your little
jabs at him from behind a com-
puter like a coward. Writers at
The Maine Campus have the
luxury of having a constant
audience and can attack people
without giving the attacked a
voice other than letters to the
editor. Lyall wrote an angry let-
ter because like all the athletes
I've spoken to, the articles
about the special treatment of
athletes has driven us insane.
We do not think we are better
than non-athletes, and 95 per-
cent of athletes here are awe-
some people. Yes, some ath-
letes can be donkeys some-
times, but do not judge athletes
based on a few bad apples.
Most of the athletes at
UMaine are good students.
Many of them have over a 3.0
GPA and some average a 4.0.
Most are very serious about
their classes and studies and
are here as student-athletes,
not just to play sports. The
majority of athletes here are
humble, friendly and all
around good people. Many
achieve great academic
accomplishments despite the
added pressure, stress and
time commitment of playing a
sport. Despite the stereotype,
many athletes take very hard
classes and have difficult
majors. If a hockey player gets
from page 8
a special notice in his class, he
deserves it. They are the best
team in the country, and most
of the students here are happy
to give them a round of
applause.
So I'm sorry that this unnamed
author was cut from his or her lit-
tle league team and picked last in
gym in the third grade. Do not
take it out on the athletes here,
especially from behind a comput-
er. Stop being bitter, and go out
and watch a game and experience
one of the best aspects of college
life — your school's teams. Lastly,
I hope that I too made many gram-
matical and spelling mistakes so
that you arrogant snobs have
something to snicker about at your
next Star Trek convention.
Ryan Patrick Foley
Senior history and political
science major, member of the
UMaine baseball team
Write a Letter to the Editor and let your
voice be heard ... LOUD & CLEAR.
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First Pride Week
The first Pride Week
celebration is held in
Toronto, Canada.
June 27, 1969
Stonewall Riots
Riots begin outside of
the Stonewall Inn in
New York City. This is
considered to be the
start of the gay rights
movement in the United
States and the world.
Style
PRIDE&PREJDRE
Wilde-Stein, UMaine celebrate more than 30 years of sexual diversity through Pride Week
By Aerin Raymond, Staff Writer
This year marks the University of Maine's 31st annual Pride Week, run by Wilde-Stein, the on-campus organization that works as an alliance for
sexual diversity. This week has become a national tradition for the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender community to celebrate and raise aware-
ness. In the nation's past, there have been riots, such as the Stonewall Riots in New York that lasted nearly three days. Since then, Pride Week
has become a less violent way for the GLBT community to raise awareness.
In 1969, Canada's government began decriminalizing homosexual acts for consenting adults over the age of 21. That is from where
Pierre Trudeau's famous quote, "The state has no place in the bedrooms of the nation," came. Toronto, Canada held the first Pride
Week in 1972.
UMaine's Wilde-Stein Alliance began in Orono in 1973, making it Maine's oldest gay and lesbian college group, and one
of the nation's oldest overall.
Pride Week is one of the many events the Wilde-Stein Alliance holds to help raise awareness within the UMaine
campus community. While it is a nationally celebrated event, it holds special significance here at UMaine.
"Pride Week raises awareness and gives the people both on and off campus an opportunity to see what is
going on in the GLBT community," Christopher Whitcomb, president of the Wilde-Stein Alliance, said.
"This year's Pride Week was different for me because I had to plan it, but it lifts my spirits to see the
different people who show interest in what we're doing."
Pride Week's events began on April 5 and will end on April 21. It has already consisted of a
variety of events and there are more scheduled, all of which are free for the public. This year's
Pride Week began with a fetish show, drag show and dance.
"The drag show has been one of the most successful events each year. I think it has
been so successful because it is just a fun event and it is not the kind of event that is
usually offered on campus," Jennifer Simpson, GLBT liaison on campus, said.
Upcoming events include performances by singer/songwriter Caron
Grenier and Judy Gold, HBO comedienne and regular guest on Tough
Crowd with Colin Quinn.
"We're hoping this year the comedian will be really popular
because she is very well-known," said Whitcomb.
There will also be a day of silence on Wednesday, April
21, which is a day to show a "visible silence" during
which participants will protest GLBT discrimination
and abuse, as well as see how powerful and effec-
tive silence can be.
Being a part of the GLBT community is
not a requirement for any of these
events, and all are encouraged to
attend. The events' purpose is to
show pride for the GLBT com-
munity and to encourage
all to support the com-
munity through rais-
ing awareness
and celebrat-
ing diver-
sity.
mid-1970s
Pink triangle adopted
Several gay pride
groups began adopting
the pink triangle as a
symbol of pride.
1978
Rainbow flag created
Gilbert Baker, an artist
in San Francisco,
designs the first rain-
bow flag to symbolize
gay pride.
1973
Wilde-Stein founded
This club is founded
secretly to offer support
and friendship primarily
to GLBT students at the
University of Maine.
July 1984
Charlie Howard
killed
Charlie Howard, a gay
resident of Bangor, is
thrown off of a bridge
into the Kenduskeag
River in Bangor after
leaving a bar.
1975
Wilde-Stein made
official
Wilde-Stein becomes
an official student
organization at the
University of Maine,
making it the first in the
state and one of the
first nationally.
2004
Thirty-one years after it
is founded, Wilde-Stein
stands as an active stu-
dent organization that
works to support stu-
dents, to encourage
acceptance and to fight
for GLBT rights and
issues.
1992
Bangor Pride founded
First major pride group
outside of the university
is founded in the
Bangor region.
July 1, 2000
Civil Unions
allowed
Vermont becomes the
first state to legally
allow gay and lesbian
couples to join together
in civil unions.
June 6, 1987
First Pride March
in Portland
Straight and GLBT indi-
viduals join together fill-
ing Congress Square.
More than 200 people
show up to the first of
what would become a
yearly event.
Feb.. 18, 2004
Constitutional
amendment failed
A proposal to amend
the Constitution of the
State of Maine to ban
gay marriage is rejected
in the House by a vote
of 73-63.
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TOUCH ME — Lord Byron (left) and Dave entangle each other in ivy during the "Enchanted Garden" skit at Wilde-
Stein's fetish show put on by PV-Scene from Portland.
Touching on something different
Fetish show displays art form through theater, dance
By Kyle Webster
Style Editor
Keep an open mind. That's
what I was told as I entered the
Actors Studio in the Class of
1944 Hall on Friday night to
witness what was described as a
fetish show. The show was
being put on by Wilde-Stein as a
part of Pride Week festivities.
At first glance, the set for the
show seemed relatively harm-
less, and resembled what one
might expect to find for a pro-
duction of Shakespeare's "A
Review
Midsummer's Night Dream."
Flowers and trees dotted the
small stage that stood in the
middle of the room, with a rope
spiderweb on one side and a kissed, then the two girls play-
small box that resembled a dog- fully whipped each other and
house on the other. Once the tied each other up. And this was
actors took the stage, however, one of the more tame parts of
there was absolutely no resem- the evening.
blance to the Bard's work. "We toned it down in the
The four members of the fetish area a little bit," Mistress
group, who go by the name of M, one member of the acting
PV-Scene, presented three dif- group, said.
ferent fetish-oriented skits, She went on to explain that
which each lasted about 10 min-
utes. The two guys groped and Soo FETISH on page 12
The
PRIDElist
Marty Hagglund, RN
Bangor Room
Monday, April 12
noon
Safe Zone Training
TBA
Tuesday, April 13
4-5 p.m.
Karen Grenier
North Pod in the union
Wednesday, Apil 14
8 p.m.
"Spoken Word"
Featuring:
Bao Phi and
Stephanie Chrismon
Minsky Recital Hall
Thursday, April 15
7-8:30 p.m.
Comedian Judy Gold
Hauck Auditorium
Friday, April 16
9 p.m.
Day of Silence
Campuswide
Wednesday, April 21
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
www.dayofsilence.org
All events are free and
open to the public. For
information, call
581-1596 or e-mail
Christopher Whitcomb
on FirstClass.
Spectrum offaith
AMPUS PHOTO • SARAH BIGNEY
The Shower of Stoles, an exhibit of more than 100 liturgical stoles from 23
denominations in five countries, was on display at the Wilson Center April 5-
9. The stoles were given by gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender clergy
and by their churches, and celebrate the gifts GLBT persons in the ministry.
Queens, kings
strut with pride
By Desiree Fernald
For The Maine Campus
Girls will be boys and boys will
be girls. This was the way it was at
the fifth annual drag show held by
Wilde-Stein in Wells Commons as
part of Pride Week.
The show was delayed 30 min-
utes before hosts Mizz Kitty and
Candy strutted onto the stage to
Britney Spears' "Me Against the
Music." Mizz Kitty wore a black
and red dress, bobbed red hair and
spiked black heels. Candy wore a
pink and black corset, a black
thong, long pink hair and black
heels.
With seductive purrs, the two
ladies welcomed everyone and
thanked them for coming.
The five male-to-female per-
formers of the night, or queens as
they were called, were Breathless,
Fefe Larouge, Siren, Candy and
Mizz Kitty. Each displayed her
own flare and style as they threw
back the curtains and came out on
the stage to introduce themselves.
In addition, there were female-
to-male performers, referred to as
kings. One king called himself
Bobby Johnson. Another pair of
kings called themselves Kris
Kross, after the '90s hip-hop
group.
Several members of the audi-
ence got in the spirit of the night
and showed up with their own drag
queen/ king attire.
Wells Commons was equipped
with colored lights, which bright-
ened up the stage and showed off
the flamboyant outfits that each
queen and king wore. Long, multi-
colored paper decorations were
draped from the curtains and walls
to elaborate on the theme of sexual
diversity. This theme is essential to
Pride Week, a time for gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender youth
and adults to come together and
See DRAG on page 12
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Kings and queens prove life is not a drag
CAMPUS PHOTO HOLLY BARBER
I THINK I'M READY NOW — Candy
dances to Britney Spears' "Toxic" during
the Wilde-Stein drag show Saturday
night.
From DRAG on page 11
celebrate who they are within a
supportive on-campus community.
The first to perform was
Breathless, a relatively new queen,
who danced and lip-synched to a
song called "Not Sure What I Am
Looking For." She gave the crowd
a high-energy performance and did
a few lapdances throughout the
song to generate response from the
crowd.
Fefe Larouge, who wore a
cheerleader skirt and a tight black
shirt, danced and lip-synched to
two Britney Spears songs and had
the crowd clapping along enthusi-
astically.
Siren then came out in an all-
black velour shirt and a purple
dress. She danced and lip-synched
to a Garbage song titled "Push It"
and weaved in and out of the audi-
ence sitting on unsuspecting laps,
which received lots of applause.
Breathless entered on stage
again to a song titled "Spank Me,"
and she carried a whip with which
she teased the audience throughout
her performance. She had on a
long red dress with a fur collar,
pearls and black heels. Breathless
gave lapdances to both male and
female audience members, which
delighted the crowd and made
them laugh.
Candy performed a variety of
upbeat songs and pleased the
ou ve Got ews
www.mainecampus.com
Regster now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Daily Horoscope
It's the best way to stay informed.., and it's free.
crowd with her sexy pink outfits,
feather boa and dancing. During
her performance to Britney Spears'
"Toxic," two female students came
on stage with green, red and blue
glow sticks, black tank tops and
dress pants. When Candy
appeared, the audience was ecstat-
ic. She came onto the stage and
strutted her stuff to the music while
she lip-synched, "I love what you
do / Don't you know that you're
toxic?" Confetti sprayed all over
the stage from wands and out of a
wine glass, which Candy held up
to her mouth. She wore a pink bra,
a tight purple corset, a thong and
sexy black boots that went up to
her knees.
Next, Mizz Kitty performed to
an Aqua song titled "Best Friend,"
with a male friend accompanying
her on stage. The crowd cheered as
both of them got down and dirty.
The night became even more
amusing when two kings per-
formed to the classic Kris Kross hit
"Jump" wearing baggy clothing
and baseball hats. Bobby Johnson
did the last performance of the
night to the song "Faith" by
George Michael. Johnson came on
stage fully clad in jeans, leather
jacket and sunglasses, a look that
seemed straight out of the '80s.
Lastly, the kings and queens
graced the stage for their farewell
performance to "Freedom," anoth-
er George Michael classic.
CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
CLASS — Mizz Kitty, one of the hosts of
Wilde-Stein's drag show, seductively poses
with a tube of glitter to set up for Candy's
performance.
Fetish show combines sex, theater
From FETISH on page 11
they look at their audience prior
to shows and will do everything
from theatrical elements, such
as was seen at UMaine on
Friday, to blatant sexual whip-
ping and hard-core scenes.
The three skits were titled
"The Enchanted Garden,"
"Scary Godmother," and
"Devil's Delight." They had
individual story lines and each
person had developed characters
within the skit.
The most risque skit was the
third, "Devil's Delight," which
included a sacrifice of a stereo-
typical "frat guy." Lord Byron
was pulled on stage while hold-
ing a beer and wearing jeans and
a cap. The two women were
dressed in black robes and held
candles. They ripped off Lord
Byron's shirt and began rubbing
oils and a variety of other items
on his body. They then simulat-
ed moderate knife play as they
both ran knives over his
exposed chest and covered gen-
italia. He then lied down on a
Got style?
Prove it.
Contact Kyle
Webster on
FirstClass.
table and Mistress M's character
stuck a knife into his side. He
collapsed onto the floor and his
heart was ripped out. The fourth
actor, Dave, then appeared
dressed in red pleather pants
with red horns and a tail. Lord
Byron then rose in a zombie-
like daze and the four began
touching and kissing one anoth-
er.
Crowd reaction to the indi-
vidual skits seemed fairly con-
sistent in terms of excitement
and enjoyment. The more than
50 people in the crowd ranged
drastically in age and, presum-
ably, background.
"It sort of gives you a view
into some other side of sex and
sensuality that you usually don't
see," Chris Libby, a student and
member of Wilde-Stein, said.
Those not as familiar with
the idea of fetish performances
may have found themselves lost
as to what exactly they wit-
nessed.
"It's a fetish performance,"
Mistress M said. "[It's] part the-
ater, part sexuality and, to be
honest, some elements of
dance."
The only complaint about the
show as a whole were the exces-
sively long intermissions
between skits. The audience had
to wait for up to 20 or 30 min-
utes for the next 10-minute skit
after one was finished. This was
not as much an issue after the
first skit, when members of
Wilde-Stein presented fetish
poetry, which was extremely
entertaining and blunt poetry
that covered several sexual top-
ics. The two highlights were a
poem entitled "Slick Lips" and
the final poem which opened
with "This is a big black cock.
This is intimidating."
Some asked as to why this
event was a part of Pride Week.
Chris Whitcomb, the president
of Wilde-Stein, answered that
question by pointing out that the
group "promote[s] all diversity
and all forms of art."
The evening as a whole gave
me an interesting look at some-
thing I did not even realize
existed until I saw it.
$2.00 off any carwash at
3 NEW 933 StillwWatIeTrilATveH.I,SOCidOITIP0OwNn
plf-Serve Ban Open daily, 8am-6pm
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MAKE YOUR BID
AT THE ANNUAL MAINE CAMPUS SILENT AUCTION FUNDRAISER
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14, FROM 6 - 8 P.M.
AT THE BANGOR Room IN MEMORIAL UNION
AREA BUSINESSES HAVE DONATED GOODS AND SERVICES
THAT YOU HAVE A CHANCE TO PURCHASE FOR LESS THAN
THE DOLLAR VALUE. JOIN US FOR REFRESHMENTS AND
MAKE BIDS ON SUCH ITEMS AS:
Governor's gift cards,
Shawnee Peak two-day passes valued at $84
Hong Kong Buffet $25 gift certificate
Appearance Plus $25 coupon booklet
Sugarloaf USA 2 Adult one-day lift tickets valued a
Bear Brew Pub $50 gift certificate
Oriental Jade Dinner Buffet for two, valued up to $23.9
Natural Living Center $25 gift certificate
Wild Treasures, your choice of T-shirt, up to $30 value
Dr. G.J. Farren, DMD - cleaning, x-rays and exam, $147 value
Wal-Mart $50 gift card
Student membership for Curves of Old Town, $99 value
Margarita's two free entrees, $32 value
Bronzage tanning, 6-visit, 10-visit or an unlimited month, $110 total value
Olive Garden $25 gift card
Studio 241 - Free haircut
Some items may have a minimum bid value, all proceeds to be used towards the purchase of new equipment for The Maine Campus newspaper.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Savory jelly
6 Turner and
Williams
10 Hankering
14 Infamous
hotelier
Helmsley
15 Potpourri
16 Bangkok guy
17 Calm
18 Half a dash?
20 Golfer Ernie
22 Wednesday
23 Carmine or
crimson
24 Up to date
30 Wet soil
31 Evans and
Earnhardt
32 Legumes with
oily seeds
35 Stat for Randy
Johnson
36 Elm or oak
37 Foul odor
38 Upper limb
39 Fell
40 Mama !
41 Pierre's here
42 Plant again
44 the line
(obeyed)
45 Church sister
46 Show surprise
47 Letter-lady White
48 Half a fly
49 Brunch favorites
52 Blackjack
54 And also not
55 Eurasian viper
56 Grind to dust
60 Qom resident
64 Territory
65 Snow ride
66 Raring to go
67 Ship's pole
68 Checks out
69 Slumgullion and
goulash
DOWN
1 Sharpton and
Gore
2 Matched outfit
3 Food from taro
4 Mooring basin
5 Exercised
authority
1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 17
14 15 16
1/ 18 19
20 21 23
•
24 15 26 URU 99
30 RU 33 34
35 36 URU 1'
SA 19 41 RU
43 •UU42 4_, RR
URRU46 4/UUUU 48 US
,
53 55
•>6 ' 58 59 60 61 62 63
86
USUR67 89
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6 Male turkey
7 Samuel's mentor
8 Manoff and
Shore
9 Drunkard
10 Lesley Gore
song," My
Party"
11 Malachi's ordinal
rank
12 Pet canary's digs
13 Posterior
19 Large white
flowers
21 Flew high
24 Vilifies
25 Gunner's
enclosure
26 Male features
27 Jetted
Solutions
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28 Driving spot
29 Caviar 47 In truth 57 Brewer's tub
33 Place blame 50 Scandinavian 58 26th letter
34 Polishes 51 Jack of the 59 Ames and
37 Brown pigment nursery rhyme Asner
40 " Lisa" 52 PC junk mail 61 I.D. info
43 Drop the ball 53 Charismatic 62 Just out
44 Bit glow 63 Tax agcy.
UMaine Summer
2004
... by word of mouse...
http://cilLumaine.edu/summer
The University of Maine's 2004
Summer Session offers more
than 600 courses designed to
meet the diverse needs of
lifelong learners including
those offered on-campus
and at selected off-campus
sites, including
The University of Maine's
Hutchinson Center. Over 100
courses are offered online
worldwide and through
interactive televised
technologies.
For More information:
Visit our website http://dll.umaine.edu/summer
or call the Summer Session Office at 207-581-3143
HOROSCOPES by Liz Jarrell
Pisces
(2/19-3/20)
Had your eyes on that special
someone for a while now, haven't
you? Don't sit back and wait for
things to happen—be proactive
and make the first move!
Aries
(3/21-4/19)
You are starting to find
yourself slacking off. Don't let
the procrastinator tendencies
take over quite yet. Set aside
specific frames of time for
homework and extracurricular
activities.
Taurus
(4/20-5/20)
Things are going smoothly
with you and your special some-
one, and you couldn't ask for
anything to be better. Be careful
not to fall into a routine.
Gemini
(5/21-6/20)
Having doubts about your cur-
rent love interest? Don't jump to
conclusions quite yet—listen to
what he/she has to say first.
Most likely it is a complete mis-
understanding.
Cancer
(6/21-7/23)
Your school, love and social
life are going along smoothly.
and you are quite happy with
your current situation. With
everything going so well, now
would be the time to reconnect
with an old friend.
Leo
(7/24-8/22)
A close friend has come for-
ward and revealed his/her feel-
ings for you. The whole situa-
tion has caught you by surprise,
and you are unsure of what to do.
Give this person a chance and
see if things can go to the next
level.
Virgo
(8/23-9/22)
You have been getting to know
a certain someone for some time
now, and it appears you two have
the potential for romance. Don't be
afraid to ask this person on a date!
Libra
(9/23-10/22)
Still riding the single train?
Don't let yourself get discour-
aged—live it up now while you
have no responsibilities to any-
one.
Scorpio
(10/23-11/21)
Things didn't work out with
that last person, but keep your
chin up. Nothing that happened
was your fault, and you couldn't
have been a better boy/girl-
friend.
Sagittarius
(11/22-12/21)
You were overwhelmed by
stressful obligations a few days
ago, but things seem to be coming
together now. Now that things
are running smoothly, allow your-
self some personal time.
Capricorn
(12/22-1/19)
Stressing over that rocky situ-
ation with a friend? Don't beat
yourself up over it—everything
was a misunderstanding and
should work out fine, once one of
you makes the .effort to talk
things out.
Aquarius
(1/20-2/18)
Don't let yourself feel dis-
couraged with the way things are
working out with that certain per-
son. Things might look a little
rocky at the moment, but stick
with the situation and continue to
make the efforts you are making
now. Everything will pay off in
the near future.
"1 look forward to going to
work everyday because I am
recognized for contributing
to the company's success."
Part-Time and Summer
Temporary Positions
Now Available.
• Earn $10.50 per hour*
• Flexible schedules
• Length-of-service pay increases**
For more information call (207) 866-0745
or stop by MBNA at:
16 Godfrey Drive
Orono, ME 04473
Email: Barbara.Streams@mbna.com
Were proud to be an Equal Employment Opportunity/
voluntary Affirmative Action Employer. C 2004 MBNA
,Based on starting wage
of $8/hour plus average
performance-based
incentives of $2.50/hour.
"Based on continued good
standing with the company.
.Vlember I 
.1 We are looking for people who like people.
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Above: Black Bear Jon
Jankus checks DU
player Matt Carle into
the boards during the
second period of the
Championship game
at the FleetCenter in
Boston on Saturday.
Right: Assistant
Captain Prestin Ryan
keeps his eyes on the
puck.
Fans, team-
mates and
coaches alike
watch the final
seconds of the
championship
game in awe as
the Black Bears
try to get the
puck across the
goal line to force
the game into
overtime.
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Goaltender
Jimmy Howard
leads his team-
mates down the
runway through
a sea of fan
hands and onto
the ice prior to
the first period
of the National
Championship
against Denver
University.
Above: Howard
sprawls ;o save the
puck during
Saturday's game
against Denver.
Howard had an
outstanding per-
formance, allowing
only two goals dur-
ing the weekend.
Left: Todd Jackson,
captain of the
UMaine hockey
team.
Sophomore
Steve Mullin
waits for the
puck to drop on
a face-off while
teammate John
Ronan looks on
from behind dur-
ing Saturday's
National
Championship
game.
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Injury dampens nationals
Cheerleaders finish 11 at Florida competition
By Riley Donovan dered by injuries suffered by two of
Staff Writer the male Black Bears. The injuries
came when the two Black Bears hit
The University of Maine cheer- heads mid-routine while attempting
ing squad competed in the Chick- to catch a basket toss. Senior Calvin
Fil-A Cheer and Dance National Hunter suffered a large cut above
Championship last week, traveled his right eye and had to get six
to sunny Daytona, Na. While its stitches.
hopes of winning the Small Co-ed "We didn't hit our last pyramid,"
Division I title quickly faded, due to said junior captain Erica Perry.
the stiff competition they faced the "That [injury] affected the last pyra-
mid."
"Our last stunt, before the very
last part of the routine, fell because
team gave a very strong showing, the toss was off," said Fullerton. "I
finishing I 1 th in a competition that tried to save it, but the force was too
featured over 30 teams from around much for me to handle ... therefore,
the country. Their 1 1 th place finish I fell flat on my tailbone, but I did
in the preliminary round indoors on not let the flyer hit the ground.
Thursday just missed qualifying for There were spotters out there but
the fmals on Friday. The top 10 they didn't catch us."
teams advanced to the finals, which While the accident made things
were held outside, difficult, the team still pulled it
"I am upset because I wanted the together.
guys and all the girls who have not "We didn't do quite as well as
competed at the national level to we had hoped," said Perry, "but we
experience performing the routine definitely pulled it together at the
outside on the bandshell [outside]," end. Overall, we were happy with
said senior captain Andrea our performance."
Fullerton. The past two times Maine For Dave Cusano, Hunter and
competed in the tournament, they Freddy Lazo, the three football-
made it to the finals, players-turned-cheerleaders, and
While Maine did not finish in the Brandy Walsh, Elizabeth Kenney
top 10, the teams who did were and Fullerton, the competition in
made up of mostly cheerleaders Florida was their last. They all will
who were on full cheering scholar- be graduating in May.
ships. Maine does not give any Next year, the team will be led
scholarships for cheering. Most of by the lone male returnee, Jason
the schools Maine was competing Poisson, and Perry, who will both
against were large Division 1 be entering their senior year. The
schools from the south, who gave others entering their final season
spectators a sense of awe. next August for Maine will be
Maine's performance was hin- Angie DeBeck. Heather Woodcock
Cheering
and Tracy Romano. In the off sea-
son the team will be searching for
males who could fill the void left by
the departure of the three football-
players-turned-cheerleaders. The
men were a critical part in enhanc-
ing the team's performance this sea-
son at nationals.
"From last year, we upped the
difficulty of our routine," said Perry.
Much of that was made possible
by the addition of Cusano, Hunter
and Lazo, who knew nothing about
the sport when they joined last
semester.
"This year's routine included a
higher level of difficulty because of
the amount of talent we had,"
Fullerton said. "I thought we would
have done much better than we did.
There were many more teams com-
peting this year and the talent level
of everyone keeps getting better."
"Most people think that cheering
is just a bunch of girls yelling and
jumping around," said Fullerton.
"People do not see the, competition
side of cheering which is when
cheering indeed does become a
sport. Dave Cusano, one of the foot-
ball guys said that this is what he
thought of cheering until he was
given the chance to experience it for
himself."
"My senior season was it," she
said. "Throwing away the competi-
tion scores, this year's team consist-
ed of the best talent. I think this is
the best UMaine cheering has
been."
After two weeks off, the team
will hold tryouts for next year from
April 23-25.
m6kinecampusC1assifieds
FOR RENT
6BR house large living
rm kitchen screen
porch parking $1800 inc
utilities 469-7839
3,4,5 bedroom apart-
ments includes parking
& utilities. Approx.
$300pp. 469-7839
2 Bdrm Apts Heat and
hotwater included. No
pets. Old Town .from 590
a mo. Call for appoint-
ment. 827-7231
Country-Living
Townhouse Apts.
2BR; 1.5 baths, livingrm,
kitchen-dining
private entrance; Quirt.
9 mi. from campus.
Heat/11W Incl. $755/mo.
1 yr lease & security
dep. Call 866-7798
5BR House
Heat+Hotwater Incl. 1
mi. to campus. 2 Bath
washer dryer hook up
$1600. Call Bob 827-4561
2 and 3 bedroom apts,
new, utilities included,
on-site laundry, $800 to
$IM), located in Orono.
1 EFF-1-2-3&4 BR
Apts avail. Sept '04 thru
Aug 25 '05, Call Lou at
866-4487.
HELP WANTED
THE BEST summer job in
the COUNTRY is working
on the BEACH with
Telescope
Pict ures/Beachtown
Studio in Ocean City, MD
or Wildwood, NJ. Earn up
to $10,000.00 for the sea-
son! Yes-Housing is
Available. No experience
necessary!!! Can even be
used as an internship!
(Sounds too good to be
true-find out for your-
self) For moer informa-
tion visit our website and
APPLY ONLINE
WYNDLIIILS.1111/111,10131QM
or call 1.800.652.8501.
E.O.E.
TOP BOYS SPORTS CAMP
IN MAINE! PLAY &
COACH SPORTS
*HAVE FUN* MAKE $$$
Positions available:
Baseball, Basketball,
Soccer, LAX, Water-
skiing, swim, -WSI,
Sailing, Camping, Rock
climbing, Woodworking,
animal care. TOP
SALARIES, FREE
Rm/Bd/Lndry, Try)
Allow. Apply online
ASAP:
www.campcohbossee.com
or call (800)-473-6104
Student wins hockey trip
From WINNING TRIP on page 17
at the Boston Beer Works for a rally
before the game. As we walked
down Canal Street to the Beer
Works, a young boy, no more than
10 years old, yells out, "Maine
sucks." Classy kid. But that was
just one of the many taunts. We
neared the bar and Maine fans were
excitedly waiting in line outside to
get in. Immediate cheering began as
the fans saw the blue and white
striped shirts and instruments make
their way into the building. The bi-
level complex was saturated shoul-
der to shoulder. The band played on
the stairway while fans leaned on
the railings and clapped in sequence
to the tune. One middle-aged man,
who seemed to have been at the
Beer Works for a little while, starting
talking to me. I told him I had won a
ticket to the game, along with three
other people. He disappeared quick-
ly, and I wasn't sure why. He
returned a few minutes later. "We
found you one ticket," he said. I was
a little confused. "What? I asked."
"We just need to get you three
more," he said. I laughed and
explained to him again how we
already had tickets, but thanked him
for his generosity.
Game time was nearing and we
headed out of the Beer Works with
warm thank-yous for the band and
several cheers. Back on Canal
Street en route to the Fleet, we
passed a man saying to his friend
"How did Maine make it in?" The
man has obviously been absent from
college hockey in the last decade.
We made it to our seats and I
heard a Maine fan ask the usher:
"Who are you rooting for?" "Well I
don't care," he said. "But if I had to
care, then I'd say just look at my
pins." Interested, I turned around in
my seat to catch a glimpse. I saw a
28 and 17 and thought Derek
Damon and Ben Murphy? But it
apparently had some significance to
Boston College. Figures. We were
among several Maine fans up in sec-
tion 304, but there is always that
unlucky fan from the opposing team
stuck right in the middle. The one
that doesn't mind yelling "Go BC"
and the ingenious "Maine sucks."
His volume level went from about a
10 to a 2 after Penner scored the
game-winning goal.
There was a different excite-
ment in the air on Saturday. Quincy
market was full of Maine parapher-
nalia. It was hard to remember that
we were in Boston and not Union
Central. The camaraderie amongst
• Maine fans was something that sur-
prised me. The smiles casually lin-
gered and the friendly nods were
abundant. I couldn't wait for the
game to begin. A group of six of
us ate lunch at a "table" with a man
from California. His son's best
friend was Gabe Gauthier of
Denver. Even though he had ties
with the team, he thought Maine
would bring the trophy up to
Orono.
The band played at another rally
outside of City Hall prior to the
championship game. Following the
rally was a parade from City Hall to
the FleetCenter. We heard the police
escorts coming, and watched from
the bus as Maine fans streamed
down the street chanting "Let's go
Black Bears," followed by five claps.
This was it. Last minute preparations
were being made for the game. Band
members were painting each other's
faces, while Bananas and the Naked
Five were greeting fans with high
fives as they made their way toward
the FleetCenter.
We made our way to the entrance
in a cleared path with fans cheering
from each side. I saw Michigan ,
Providence, Minnesota and even a
UNH jersey all clapping and wish-
ing us good luck. They may hate us
when it's time to take the ice, but it's
hard to not love Maine hockey.
I do. I love Maine hockey. They
made a fan out of me. I love it so
much that next year, I'm stocking up
on VHS tapes to record those NBA
games ... because I'll be at the
Alfond, cheering on my favorite
team.
LADIES' NIGHT
Wednesdays PT14;til
FREE POOL
and KA1RAOKE
for the ladies!
All ages welcome.
Wristband special available:
$5 for ladies, S I 0 for guys.
Wristband includes:
UNLIMITED bowling, pool,
disc golf & Karaoke!
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FACE OFF — Black Bear Derek Damon and BC Eagle Stephen Gionta waits for the puck to drop 
Thursday night in the
semifinal game of the Frozen Four at the FleetCenter. UMaine won 2-1 to advance to the national
 championship game.
Howard leads Black Bears past BC
Maine, outshot 18-40, advanced to championship game
By Jeff Mannix
Staff Writer
BOSTON — They were outshot
by a large margin. They were com-
pletely dominated
through portions
of the game. But,
as they have most
of they season,
they still found a way to win.
The University of Maine men's
ice hockey team advanced to the
national championship game by
defeating the Boston College Eagles
2-1 in the second national semifinal
of the 2004 Frozen Four at the
FleetCenter.
"We had a tough second period,"
University of Maine head coach Tim
Whitehead said. The Black Bears
were outshot 16-5 in that period, but
went into the third period tied 1-1.
"I'm proud of the guys with how
they were able to regroup and play a
strong third period. We feel very for-
tunate to advance."
Much of the reason for UMaine
advancing is the play of sophomore
goalie Jimmy Howard. Howard
UM
BC
made 40 saves in the game, includ- but I think it fooled the goalie,
ing many from point-blank range. because the next thing I knew, it was
"Tonight was as difficult as it in the back of the net."
may have seemed," Howard said. Jankus' shot just off the ice
"That's because the defense did a deflected off of Kaltiainen's leg pad
good job of forcing [BC] to the out- and in to give UMaine the 1-0 lead.
side and keeping them along the The assists went to Hamilton and
Ryan and the Bears had the lead
after one.
However, Boston College firmly
boards and the shots to the perime- took control of the game at the start
ter. That comes from the defense- of the second period. After killing
man doing a good job of blocking off an early penalty to Patrick Eaves,
out in front and forwards coming the Eagles were able to tie the game
back and breaking up plays." off a faceoff play.
The Eagles were strong early in On a faceoff in the offensive zone
the game, but Howard made strong to the left of Howard, Chris Collins
saves to keep his team in it. In the found the puck from a scrum and
other net, junior Matti Kaltiainen threw it toward the net. Howard
also made some strong saves, but made a save, but left a rebound to his
with 31.8 seconds left in the first, right. Howard dove out to try and
Jon Jankus was able to sneak one clear the puck from the slot, but
through. Ryan Shannon chased it down and
"Prestin [Ryan] has been stress- beat the fallen Howard for his 15th
ing to the centers to go up the mid- goal on the season just 2:35 into the
die," Jankus said. "He got the puck period to tie the game on an assist
to me when I brought in the zone. I from Collins. UMaine was able to
dished it off to Mike Hamilton, and keep BC off the board the rest of the
he gave it back to me when I drove period, despite having to kill off four
the net. I kind of fanned on my shot, penalties in the period.
Men's Hockey
The Black Bears were able to get
some early chances and Dustin
Penner cashed in just 1:05 into the
third. Hamilton fed him the puck
from the left corner to the hash mark
of the left circle. Ben Eaves blocked
Penner's original shot, but Penner
got it back it roofed to the glove side
on Kaltiainen for the 2-1 lead.
"My first shot hit Eaves in the
leg," Penner said. "I was lucky
enough to get it back. I put every-
thing I had behind it, and it went in
the net."
After that, the Bears went into
defensive mode. They only mus-
tered three shots on net in the third,
despite some decent rushes, but,
even more important, they held BC
to just eight shots in the third.
UMaine killed off a total of three
penalties in the third period, only
allowing one shot on net for those
three power plays. The Bear's
penalty kill went a perfect seven-for-
seven.
UMaine was outshot 41-18 in the
game. Kaltiainen stopped 16 shots in
the loss for BC. UMaine is now 33-
7-3 on the year, while BC ends its
UM Baseball losses two of three games on the road to NU
From BASEBALL on page 18
The Black Bears fell again to
Northeastern on Saturday afternoon
in a hard-fought 3-2 decision, drop-
ping Maine back to 500. The
Huskies started right were they left
off on Friday, when Mike Steinberg
hit a deep home run to lead off the
first inning and gamer the early 1-0
advantage. Maine responded in the
top of the fourth, when Greg Creek
led off the inning with a single to
right field. Joel Barrett then followed
with a single to right and Creek
advanced to second. Matt McGraw
continued his impressive freshman
season by hitting a sacrifice fly that
scored Creek to tie the game. The
Black Bears then took control of the
game when Barrett scored on a wild
pitch to move the Maine ahead.
However, it was heartbreak again for
the Black Bears when Northeastern
loaded the bases in the bottom of the
ninth inning and Brad Czamowski
doubled to right field, scoring the
tying and winning run for the
Huskies.
Starting on the mound for Maine
was junior Troy Martin, who pitched
two 1/3 innings before leaving the
game with an injury. Martin's time
on the mound saw him allow one
run on just one hit, while striking out
three batters. Steve Richard replaced
Martin and pitched four 2/3 innings
and allowed just two hits while strik-
ing out three. Jamie Grattelo, who
pitched the final two innings for the
Black Bears and picked up the loss,
followed Richard's performance. He
dropped to 1-4 on the season.
With the decision Maine fell to
14-14 on the season, 1-2 in America
East play, while the Huskies
improved to 12-9 and 2-1 in confer-
ence competition. The Black Bears
return to action on Saturday, April 17
when they host Hartford for a pair of
America East games at Mahaney
Diamond starting at noon, their first
One UMaine
fan's prize
trip to the
Frozen Four
By Erinne Magee
For The Maine Campus
I grew up with the game ol bas-
ketball. It was the winter sport in
my household, and in the state of
Maine. I was convinced that noth-
ing could beat Tourney Time at the
Bangor Auditorium and that noth-
ing could be more exciting than a
game-winning three to advance to
the NCAA Final Four in March.
Commentary
When I transferred to the
University of Maine this past fall, 1
was no stranger to the hoopla sur-
rounding the hockey team. But still,
I didn't plan on becoming a fan. I
stuck with the basketball games and
watched occasional Maine hockey
games on Channel 5 (but only while
flipping back and forth between that
and NBA games). At the end of the
season I was coaxed in to attending
a game by my roommate, who had
been to every single hockey game. I
arrived to the capacity-filled Alfond
in amazement. The excitement was
more than I expected. I've never
seen fans so intense about a sporting
event in my life, and I had witnessed
many. Even though I didn't know
the chants right away, and didn't
even wear blue and white to my first
game, I felt at home. With four reg-
ular season games left, I made it to
three.
The hype of the playoffs came
and I was right there via radio or tel-
evision. I saw an advertisement on
goblackbears.com for an all expense
paid trip to the Frozen Four in
Boston for four lucky University of
Maine students. I entered and
thought nothing more of it until the
pep-rally at the union last Monday,
where the winners were announced.
Senior Captain Todd Jackson pulled
four names out. The third was mine.
Are you joking? I thought. I was in
shock to say the least. My stomach
was full of butterflies, the kind I had
in warm-ups before I played basket-
ball. The feeling was something I
will remember for years to come. I
was on my way to the FleetCenter.
I traveled down to Boston on
Thursday morning with the three
other winners, the band, the Naked
Five and Bananas. It looked and felt
like summer, and the smile from
Monday's rally was still on my face
regardless of waking up at 7 a.m.
Conversations ranged from classes
people were taking next fall, the
band's Montana trip a few weeks
prior, and of course the Dodge truck
that was "rollin' on dubs" at the toll
gate in southern Maine. And then it
struck me. I wasn't thinking about
any of that. I was wondering who
would be starting in goal tonight. It
happened. I had been converted
over to a Maine-iac.
The band was scheduled to play
See WINNING MP on pass 16
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UM drops two
of three to NU
By Matthew Conyers
Staff Writer
Over the weekend, Boston
became the epicenter of Maine ath-
letics. For the University of Maine
baseball and
hockey teams,
though, the roads
couldn't have
been farther
removed. In the
north end one
team tried to put
the finishing
touches on a
miraculous sea-
son, while over on
the south side,
another team kicked off the most
important part of its season. But, the
weekend ended in disappointment
for both squads, as the baseball team
opened the 2004 America Fast
Conference Schedule with a 1-2
mark against the Northeastern
, LJM f-
NU 
2'I ---1 ' '
., ..,
,
UM 1
NU 7
UM 2
NU 3
Baseball
Huskies.
On Friday the Black Bears
opened Conference Competition
with a split against the Huskies. The
Black Bears got off to a fast start in
game one of the doubleheader, as
Simon Williams smacked a double
to center field on Maine's first at-bat.
Freshman Matt McGraw then fol-
lowed up the play with a smash of
his own to right field that allowed
Williams to easily score on the hit.
The hit resulted in a triple for
McGraw, who then was able to get
home on a Ryan Quintal ground out
to serond only moments later. The
run increased the Maine advantage
to an early 2-0 lead in the top of the
first inning. It was Williams again
providing Maine with the decisive
scoring punch in the third inning,
when he crushed his first home run
of the season over the left field
fence. Northeastern proceeded to
mount a comeback in the fifth
inning, scoring two quick runs to
pull within one. However, Greg
Norton quickly recovered for the
Black Bears and the game was never
in question again. Norton went six
innings, while allowing only two
runs on six hits leading to the victo-
ry. Along the way he struck out five.
Scott Robinson picked up the save
for Maine, after pitching the final
three innings. While tallying his sec-
ond save of the season Robinson
struck out two and surrendered two
hits.
hi the second game, the Black
Bears once again struck first. It was
the ever-present Williams again
leading off the game, this time
reaching first on a walk. While on
base he took the chance to steal sec-
ond base for his team-leading llth
steal of the year. Greg Creek was
then able to drive home Williams
with an RBI single to left center. The
Huskies quietly countered with two
runs in the bottom of the first inning
to take back the advantage. Miguel
Paquette drove home both Husky
runs with a single to centerfield. The
Huskies continued their success at
the plate adding three more runs in
the bottom of the third, including a
leadoff home run by Brad
Czamowski. The Huskies increased
the advantage even more with a pair
of runs in the bottom of the fifth
inning to earn the 7-1 win.
For the Black Bears Mike
MacDonald pitched four 1/3 innings
and allowed seven runs on eight hits,
falling to 2-1 on the year. Freshman
Justin Bishop then pitched the final
one 1/3 for Maine and did not allow
a hit in his first collegiate appear-
ance.
See BASEBALL on page 17
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SLIDER — Binghamton's Sara Eppolito slides into home as University of Maine's Lindsey
Tibbetts tags her out during the third inning of Saturday's match, Binghamton won 5-1.
Black Bears begin home
opener with a pair of wins
By Riley Donovan by Binghamton on the fol-
Staff Writer lowing plays, both runners
came home, giving Maine the
The University of Maine 2-0 advantage. Bennis would
softball team opened its take over from there, picking
home season up the win to improve her
on Friday with record to 3-7.
a pair of wins In game two, Merchant
a g a i n s t grabbed her fourth win of the
Binghamton. season, with a complete
Maine fol- game effort giving up seven
lowed up its
two game Softball
sweep with a
loss to hits and one earned run.
UM 2
BU 0
UM 2
BU 1
UM 1
BU 5
Binghamton on
Saturday 5-1.
The weekend
marked the
first time the new bleachers
behind the backstop at
Kessock Field were in use,
and they were filled for all
three games. In the first game
of the Friday afternoon dou-
ble-header, Sarah Bennis
pitched a complete game
shutout to lift Maine to a 2-0
win. In the second game,
Jenna Merchant controlled
the circle for Maine, going
the full seven innings to give
Maine the 2-1 victory.
The Bearcats were able to
keep the Black Bear bats fair-
ly quiet, but Maine's defense
and pitching did their jobs
against the best hitting team
in the conference. Bennis
allowed just five hits in game
one. Maine got its runs early.
Sophomore Brittany Cheney
and junior Jess Brady led off
the first inning with a pair of
singles. After two mistakes
don't ievsa
you feel.
TRIA 7 C., r, <, ic:T}I`v
Maine again found its
offense in the first inning
when sophomore Dana
Grimm's bases loaded RBI
bunt brought in the runner
for the Black Bears. In the
fourth inning freshman pinch
runner Tara Vilardo came to
the plate when Brady hit an
RBI single, putting Maine
up 2-0. An RBI double by
Jessica Dima in the sixth
inning for the Bearcats cut
the Maine lead to 2-1, but
Merchant would not let up,
and Maine held on in the top
of the seventh for the 2-1
win.
Maine coach Deb Smith
was happy with her team's
play in two hard-fought wins
on Friday.
"We played tough and we
played two close games,"
said head coach Deb Smith.
"It's huge for us to come
away with those one-and
two-run games. Defensively
we played very well. Pitching
we got exactly what we need-
ed.
"We were controlling but
not necessarily dominating as
far as pitching went. We were
very solid behind those guys
and had we not been that
would have given us trouble."
"Defense was awesome
today," said junior third base-
man Lauren Dulkis. "All
around, everyone played
great. Scoring early, I think it
took a lot of pressure off us."
On Saturday, Maine did
not have luck go its way.
Candice Jaegge took the start
and the loss. She pitched
three innings and allowed
five hits and two earned runs.
Sarah Bennis tried her luck in
the fourth inning but, after
pitching the day before,
struggled in just a little over
one inning, allowing four hits
and three runs. After giving
up two runs in the fifth
inning, Smith again made a
pitching change. She went to
Merchant, who pitched the
last two and1/3 innings and
gave up no hits and recorded
a strikeout.
"We definitely would have
liked to have all three
games," said senior first
baseman Nicole Taylor. "It
wasn't like we couldn't have
had all three games but today
we were just a little slug-
gish."
Maine plays at Boston
University on Wednesday
before returning home next
Friday and Saturday for three
games against UMBC.
rHONG KONG BUFFET
$ Off lunch buffet per perstri
$3 Off dinner buffet for 2 people
Open daily from 11 am to 9 pm
Old Town Plaza, 492 A Stillwater Ave.
(Next to Hannaford Supermarket) 207-827-4758
LC)ffer 
good with coupon, dine-in only, expires April IS, 2004.1
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"Both goalies were
phenomenal tonight.
They snuck one by us
and we didn't. It is
not much help to our
goaltender when you
don't get one on the
scoreboard. The lack of
offense hurt us
tonight."
— Todd Jackson, UM captain
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ROAR — Goaltender Jimmy Howard yells out direction to his teammates on the ice
Saturday during the national championship game. Denver won by a score of 1-0.
UMaine loses title by one, crease
violation negates first-period goal
From TITLE GAME on page 20
The second period saw few
chances for either team in a
defensive struggle.
UMaine came out flying in
the third period, but they could
only manage two shots on net
for the first 10 minutes of the
period as Denver's smothering
defense blocked most of
UMaine's shots. The Pioneers
got a few golden opportunities
to take a two-goal lead, but
Howard made two point-blank
saves to keep UMaine in it.
UMaine got the offense
going again, generating
chances with under five min-
utes left and getting more
shots on Berkhoel. He stood
strong, though, to keep the
score 1-0.
With 2:09 remaining in the
game, Damon attempted to
break into the zone, but was
hauled down at the blue line by
defenseman Matt Laatsch.
Referee Tim Kotyra called a
rare late penalty, giving
UMaine a power play opportu-
nity. After Denver cleared the
puck out, UMaine played it
back in. The puck was grabbed
out of the air at the blue line by
Gauthier, who then threw it to
the red line, causing what
looked like a breakaway for
Denver. But, Kotyra whistled
Gauthier for a delay of game
penalty for closing his hand on
the puck with just 1:34 left, giv-
ing UMaine a two-skater
advantage for 1:25 late in the
game.
Whitehead used his time-
out to rest his top players for
the upcoming power play.
After UMaine got the puck
into Denver's zone, Howard
CAMPUS PHOJO • ANNA-MAHIA EASLEY
HUSTLE —Black Bear Keith Johnson beats a
Denver player to the puck Saturday night during
the national championship game.
skated to the bench, giving the
Bears a six-on-three skater
advantage. UMaine pessured
Berkhoel, but he kept making
saves.
UMaine finally set up
Colin Shields for a slap shot
from the top of the right circle.
He had a clear look at the net
and put everything . he had
behind it.
But Berkhoel snatched it
out of the air with the glove
with 40.4 seconds left.
UMaine won the offensive
zone draw and continued to try
to find shooting lanes. Piestin
Ryan got the puck at middle of
the blue line. He fed it to the
left circle for Jon Janlcus for a
one-timer.
He hit the post.
Then, as UMaine tried to
set up again at the right point,
the puck hopped over
Damon's stick and out of the
zone. Laatsch's penalty
expired and he pressured the
puck. The Black Bears didn't
get another chance. .
"I don't know what to say,"
Ryan said. "I thought we were
going to win. It didn',t even
cross my mind that we were
going to lose."
"It stings. It stings real
bad," Howard said."! have to
give credit to IBerkhoell. He
earned it tonight."
Jackson agreed, adding that
a lack of Black Bear offense
contributed to the loss.
"Both goalies were phe-
nomenal tonight," said
Captain Todd Jackson: "They
snuck one by us and we didn't.
It is not much help to our goal-
tender when you don't get one
on the scoreboard. The jack of
offense hurt us tonight."
Berkhoel was named as the
goalie on the All-Tournament
team, as well as the tourna-
ment's Most Outstanding
Player.
"There is only one Jimmy
Howard, but on the other end,
there is only one Adam
Berkhoel who stood on his
head tonight," Howard said.
"You can't take away from that
kid. He played phenomenal in
net tonight and then in the last
minute he stood on his head"
UMaine got two players on
the squad, Ryan, and forward
Dustin Penner. Minnesota-
Duluth forward Junior Lessard,
who was also named the Hobey
Baker Award winner for col-
lege hockey's best player, and
Denver forward James and
defenseman Ryan Caldwell
rounded out the All-Tourney
team.
It was a bittersweet night
for Howard, who set two sin-
gle-season NCAA records by
the end of the night. His goals
against average of 1.19 bested
the mark of 1.20 set last season
by Dave LeNeveu of Cornell.
His save percentage of .956
beat out the record of .950 set
by Ryan Miller of Michigan
State in 2000-'01, the same
year he won the Hobey Baker
Award. Miller now plays for
the NHL's Buffalo Sabres.
"It would have meant much
more if we had won today,"
Howard said of the records.
Shields, a senior, said that
the chances were there for
UMaine to have won.
"We worked pretty hard
tonight," he said. "We had our
opportunities to score, but we
didn't come through when we
needed to. We didn't execute
what we had to. It's kind of
hard to describe what's going
through my head right now.
This will stick with me for a
while."
Despite the disappointment
Jackson was able to put the
season in perspective.
"Coming into this'year, we
didn't have any pressure, or
any expectations," Jackson
said. "And we came within
one goal of winning the
national championship. I'm
still kind of numb from what
just happened, but we have to
put things in perspective."
"I'm so proud of these
guys," Jackson said of his
teammates. "We've battled all
year from being behind. Them
was never any doubt in my
mind that we weren't going to
come back. But, that's hockey."
The Black Bears ended the
season as national runners-up
with a record of 33-8-3. The
national champion Denver
Pioneers closed out the year at
27-12-5.
Kristin Saunders con-
tributed to this report.
leir Sports April 
12,Heartbreaker
Black Bears at
the Frozen Four
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BEAR HUG — University of Maine goalies Jimmy Howard and Frank Doyle embrace following the 1-0 loss to Denver University in Saturday's National
Championship game. The game concluded Doyle's career at UMaine. Howard, a sophmore, had set two single-season NCAA records at night's end.
UM suffers second Championship loss in three years by one goal
By Jeff Mannix
Staff Writer
BOSTON — It just wasn't
meant to be.
Over the previous 10 games, the
University of Maine men's hockey
team had just
about every
bounce, every
call, and every bit
of luck go its way.
Saturday night, in the llth game of
the string, its luck ran out.
The Black Bears played valiant-
ly and did everything they could,
but it was not enough as the
University of Denver Pioneers held
off a late surge to claim its sixth
national championship and first
since 1969 with a 1-0 win at the
FleetCenter.
"I'm just really disappointed for
these guys," UMaine head coach
Tim Whitehead said following the
game. "I wish I had the words to
describe how I feel right now, but
it's probably best less said. This
stings really bad."
This is the second time in three
seasons that UMaine has lost in the
national championship game. Two
years ago, the Bears fell 4-3 in
overtime to the Minnesota Golden
Gophers in St. Paul, Minn.
"I think the games were differ-
ent, but obviously it hurts a lot to
UM 0
DU 1
have been here twice over the last
three years and come up one goal
short each time," Whitehead said.
"Those are tough losses. It will hurt
a lot more the further we get away
from it. I have been a part of these
before and it really stays with you."
The game started well for
UMaine. They came out attacking
early in the game and were reward-
ed with a power play less than five
minutes into the game. The result-
ing power play saw a shot from the
point get blocked directly to Derek
Men's Hockey
Damon on the left post. He stick-
handled to his backhand and beat
Denver netminder Adam Berkhoel
with a shot just inside the left post
5:05 into the game for what
appeared to put UMaine ahead.
But, unfortunately for UMaine
this time, every goal automatically
gets reviewed by an NCAA replay
The replay showed that as
Damon was about to take the shot,
part of Mike Hamilton's skate
entered the crease. An attacking
player is not allowed to be in the
crease unless the puck is already
there. The puck was just outside the
crease when Damon shot, there-
fore, the goal was disallowed and
the game remained scoreless.
"I thought I was outside the
crease," Hamilton said. "I guess my
skate must have slipped inside. It's
unfortunate that the goal got disal-
lowed. It's a lesson learned. I'll just
know for next time."
Hamilton said he was not
pushed into the crease and that the
disallowed goal didn't affect
UMaine's psyche.
"Everyone was positive,"
Hamilton said. "When we went
back to the bench, [Whitehead]
said, 'Let's go get another one,' and
everyone was pretty upbeat. But, if
that goal goes in, it's a different
game," Hamilton concluded.
He was right. Because, if it did-
n't deflate UMaine, it gave Denver
life.
Denver got its first power play
opportunity a few minutes later and
converted.
After cycling the puck behind
the net and getting the Black Bear
penalty kill scrambling, Connor
James skated to the right corner and
threw the puck to the front of the
net. Gabe Gauthier, the leading goal
scorer for Denver, was uncovered in
front of the net to pick up the feed.
He collected the puck in and then
quickly snapped off a shot that beat
Jimmy Howard between the legs at
12:26 to give Denver the 1-0 lead.
See 7M.E GAME on page 19
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CAN'T LOOK — University of Maine hockey player Keith
Johnson looks on as Greg Moore dips his head following
the team's National Championship loss Saturday night.
Denver University won by a score of 1-0.
